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ABSTRACT
Online advertising services infer interest profiles based on users
browsing behavior, but little is known about the extent of these
profiles and how they can be influenced. In this paper we describe
and evaluate a system to analyze online profiling as a black box by
simulating web browsing sessions based on links posted to Reddit.
The study utilizes Oracle’s Bluekai Registry1 to gain insights into
profiles created through online tracking and evaluates how they
can be obfuscated. We report on the extent of Bluekai’s tracking
network and taxonomy, analyze how profiles are shown to users,
and observe how they develop for sessions of up to 3,000 website
visits. Our results show that only a fraction of websites influence the
interests assigned to a session’s profile, that the profiles themselves
are very noisy, and that identical browsing behavior results in
different profiles. We evaluate two simple obfuscation schemes that
effectively alter interest profiles by selectively adding 5% targeted
obfuscation traffic.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online advertising has seen massive changes and innovation since
the first banner ad was launched in 1994 [51]. The market has
evolved not only in terms of revenue and competition but also
with respect to the amount of data that is collected about internet
users, often referred to as audience. Nowadays data management
platforms support marketers in managing advertising campaigns
on multiple channels and analyzing their effectiveness [18]. Those
platforms help to automate advertising campaigns and make use
of mechanisms like programmatic advertising to direct campaigns
at relevant target groups. Ad spaces on websites are traded on
high frequency bidding platforms to allow marketers to direct their
campaigns to the "right" audience [35, 60]. This automated process
1See https://datacloudoptout.oracle.com/registry
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involves various actors including supply and demand side platforms
between marketers that want to place an ad and publishers that
provide ad space on their websites. The algorithms take various
factors into consideration, e.g. the general audience of a website,
the topic of the article or content, where the ad will be placed,
and, of course, the profile associated with a browser requesting the
website.

Generating these profiles is crucial, since marketers want to
target specific groups of people based on demographics, psycho-
graphic traits, and behavioral data [19]. Profiling is easier in closed
platforms like social networks where users voluntarily provide
parts of the information that comprises a profile and link them
to one single account used on different devices. Outside of these
platforms profiling is a more complex task that requires tracking
and uniquely identifying individual users, mostly using cookies
and properties of the browser [42]. Based on the websites visited,
attributes describing personality traits and interests are assigned
without users’ explicit interaction (or consent). All this happens
in a scattered market landscape with thousands of competing ser-
vices [58], where most services are only able to track a fraction of a
user’s movements on the internet fostering cooperation in tracking
networks.

Instead of analyzing the network of tracking services in breadth
this paper focuses in depth on one specific online profiling service,
Oracle’s Bluekai. Bluekai is worth studying as the service is not
only widely used directly, but known to exchange data with a large
number of other tracking services. Moreover, it belongs to the few
services that offer some transparency about the profiles created.
For our analysis we simulated web browsing sessions based on
links users have posted to Reddit and found that an average interest
profile consisted of about 5 out of 22 high-level interest categories.
We then compared profiles that were created based on the same
websites and found them to be rather inconsistent. Even in long
sessions, in which up to 3,000 websites were visited in the same
order, the resulting profiles overlap only by 75%. We then evaluated
two different obfuscation strategies where obfuscation traffic was
generated by observing the profile created. We were able to reliably
alter or extend the interest profile created by Bluekai, either by
doubling the number of interests in a profile or by changing the
interests assigned. In both cases only 5% of the original number of
visited pages was needed to alter or extend the profile.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We first summarize
what is known about online tracking and profiling from previous
research (3.1refsec:relatedwork). We then describe how Bluekai
profiles individuals (3) and our methodology to observe this profil-
ing (4). In the following sections we analyze the profiles that are
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created (5), evaluate what influences their extent and stability (5.4)
and test how they can be obfuscated (6).

2 RELATEDWORK
Online tracking and consecutive profiling help to create a person-
alized web experience and, as part of the advertising business, is
crucial to finance the majority of free web services. However, as the
tracking ecosystem evolved it has drawn criticism, because a large
amount of data about internet users is collected and aggregated
without offering sufficient transparency and choice for consumers.
Research has shown how tracking data is collected technically and
how the use of that data influences individual privacy. We want
to extend the knowledge on online tracking by focussing on the
results of tracking: the high-level personality profiles created from
clickstreams.

2.1 Online Tracking and Advertising
Although new technologies have emerged to track users’ web
browsing behavior, the majority of services, including Oracle’s
Bluekai, rely on cookies to track users. Cookies are small text to-
kens stored in the web browser that are send along all HTTP(S)
requests to a specific host domain. Advertising networks that are
included on multiple websites use Cookie IDs together with the
HTTP-Referer Header to identify users across different websites.
Researchers have frequently measured the extent of web track-
ing [29, 32, 43, 46, 59], the lack of disclosure of the practices in
privacy policies [22], and uncovered new trends in how users’ web
navigation can be tracked with methods like browser fingerprinting
and cookie syncing [2, 5], on multiple devices [7] and how third
party tracking services leak information [16].

Online profiling, the process of generating high level informa-
tion like demographics or psychograms based on the tracking data,
has seen slightly less attention. Researchers have shown that pro-
filing for advertisement is largely biased [13], and many users feel
uncomfortable with being profiled [45] requesting more control
over their data [33]. Studies on profiling in social networks have
also revealed that the profiles created are often not as correct as
users think [48, 50]. However, there is limited knowledge about how
online tracking companies create profiles, as the algorithms are
kept secret. With respect with the Bluekai, Rao et al. have shown in
a small user study that users consider the interest profiles created
by Bluekai to be inaccurate [41]. Google has been shown to be
quite good at guessing demographic information [53], but there is
evidence that its interest profiling lacks accuracy [15].

2.2 Privacy Impact of Online Profiling
User tracking and profiling has been claimed to harm privacy rights
as they are often conducted without (explicit) consent and only a
fraction of users are aware of the extent and influence profiles can
have [26]. Although the data collected through tracking is often
not directly linked to an individual by name, the mere number of
details about which websites were visited, and when, makes users
identifiable [4, 55].

In addition, profiling, and the personalization that it is driving,
has many drawbacks to individual privacy and autonomy. First,
those that perform profiling are trying to single out those recipients

(e.g. for advertisements) that are considered relevant. While it can
be beneficial to not be targeted with irrelevant ads, this often comes
hand in hand with reproducing stereotypes [13, 49] or can be used
to offer dynamic prices [25]2 to different groups, ultimately leading
to exclusion from markets [21].

Second, it has been suggested that, if profiling and personaliza-
tion is used excessively and without user notice, it can lead to a
filter bubble [37], which creates informational spaces with a lack
of serendipity. Research has shown that many users are aware that
algorithms influence what is shown to them, e.g. on Facebook [40].

Third, from an philosophical perspective individualized market-
ing is criticized as part of a panoptic sort [20]. Those that perform
profiling have power over which categorizations are created and
who is categorized for what purpose. The power relation between
tracking services and users is asymmetric as few insights and op-
tions are offered to control a system that mostly operates as a black
box. Instead of informed choice the panoptic sort produces cyber-
netic feedback loops [14, 31] that, while trying to personalize and
offer choice, in fact reduce serendipity and re-enforce potentially
discriminating norms.

Discussions about the negative effects of online tracking on
privacy have also had impact on regulation, most recently the Eu-
ropean General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) the upcoming
Eprivacy Directive are supposed to bring change to the industry.
The study described in this paper was conducted before the GDPR
went into effect in May 2018. By the time of writing it seems that
the new rules have only little impact on the extent of tracking and
profiling, but lead to more transparency about the practices [11].

2.3 Simulating Internet Usage
When trying to automate the analysis of online profiling, one chal-
lenge to simulate browsing behavior. Previous studies on online
tracking have mostly used publicly available toplists to visit sites
that have a large user base (e.g. [2, 43, 46]). Toplists are largely
biased towards platforms and sites that themselves are hubs for
users to get to other sites on the web (e.g. Google or Facebook).
While toplists are useful to assess how widely used certain tracking
technologies are, they can’t be used to simulate individual browsing
behavior. In addition, ranking websites by traffic is difficult and
even the largest companies struggle to provide good data [30, 44].
Especially considering how the use of the internet changes over
time, be it with the rise of social media, mobile browsing or apps,
the way the web is used is constantly in flux.

Another study used released data on search terms [16] to discover
and measure tracking websites. A drawback of this approach is
that the search term list originated in 2006 and therefore does not
cover current events and topics that are also often used in online
marketing campaigns.

Although there are numerous metrics of which websites are
visited most often or which search terms and topics are most rele-
vant to web users in general, only few scientific publications offer
insights into which websites are visited in which order during a
browsing session. Goel et al. present a breakdown of internet usage
categories and demographics showing that those that spent the

2Another study could not confirm price discrimination [54], though the fact that
dynamic pricing or surge pricing is happening is undisputed [1].
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most time online do so on a few websites, mostly related to social
media [24]. Papadikis et al. report that between 45% and 81% of the
websites users visited, they visited multiple times [38].

In this study we used a different approach that is presented
in detail section 4.3. We make use of links posted to Reddit as it
lists links to specific articles instead of front pages of websites
and leverage the subreddit structure to identify websites related to
similar interests and use these to create long running sessions. This
allows us to automatically study tracking and profiling, but also
comes with some limitations when compared to qualitative studies
in this area.

3 BLUEKAI
Our study focuses on Bluekai’s services, whose profiling capabilities
we analyzed. Bluekai is part of Oracle, one of the largest compa-
nies engaged in the business of online advertising. Bluekai started
as a independent tracking service and was acquired by Oracle in
2014. It is now integrated into Oracle’s Data Management Platform,
which combines tracking data from multiple tracking services and
offers technology for marketers to plan and evaluate advertising
campaigns [10]. Until today several of Oracle’s services, including
the tracking services and the registry described in this section, are
available under the Bluekai brand.

3.1 Tracking by Bluekai and Partners
According to its privacy policy4 Bluekai relies on cookie tracking
and Pixel Tags. Thus Bluekai is not able to make use of evercookies
or browser fingerprinting, techniques that used to circumvent track-
ing blockers [2]. Still, Bluekai claims it is performing cross-device
tracking, used to link browsing sessions on multiple devices to one
user profile. The cookie set by Bluekai’s server (named BKU) con-
tains an ID, and its retention time in the browser is 180 days. This
is also the time frame for which, according to the privacy policy,
interest categories are assigned to a user.

The extent of Bluekai’s services was assessed in multiple recent
studies. Yu et al., based on the data from 200.000 users of their
browser add-on, found that Bluekai is tracking on 1.3% of all web-
sites [59] while Engelhardt et al. found its trackers on 10% of the top
1 million websites in Alexa’s Index[17]. The latter result is in line
with another study [15] that found Bluekai to be able to directly
track users on 10 to 20% of regularly visited sites.

Besides generating data from its own tracking service, Bluekai
listed 86 other companies like AddThis (acquired by Oracle in Jan-
uary 2016) or Acxiom and Lotame (see "Branded Data" in 1). While
some companies provide additional consumer data other have their
own tracking services and can theoretically combine their data by
using techniques like cookie syncing [2] or internal exchange data
and user IDs to merge their data sets.

3.2 Bluekai Taxonomy
Bluekai combines data from a large number of tracking services and
data providers in its data management platform. An overview of the
data sources marketers can use to plan and target their campaigns
is provided in the Bluekai taxonomy report [6]. Table 1 summarizes
4https://www.oracle.com/legal/privacy/marketing-cloud-data-cloud-privacy-policy.
html

the main categories from which marketers can select to create
target audiences. Each user can potentially be put in any of these
categories.

In addition to basic information that is related to the device
and browser used to surf the web (device data) or that can be
easily inferred (geographic data), Bluekai also provides data in three
categories: demographic, interests, business, and in-market. The
largest number of subcategories is related to branded data, which
contain information from 86 data providers that sell to or cooperate
with Bluekai. Many of those are specialized in different areas and
provide fine grained categorizations from behavior (e.g. “Prefer
Picking Up Quick Meals”) to product preferences (“Maple/Pancake
& Waffle Syrup”) and political orientation (“Politics & Society -
Liberal”).

The taxonomy itself is dynamic and Bluekai publishes updates
irregularly. For example, between January 2015 and May 2017 eigh-
teen change reports were issued each of them listing between 1,500
and 4,000 changes for the list of 50,000 categories5. While the ma-
jority of changes are based on changes partner companies made to
their taxonomies, this also affects Bluekai’s own data set. During
our study, eight interests were added and one was deleted.

Unlike other advertising and webmetric companies, Bluekai in-
tentionally does not provide or allow targeting by information about
ethnicity (which is provided for example by Quantcast or Alexa)
or religion. However, Bluekai’s taxonomy includes categories that
might be used as proxies for more sensitive information, like a per-
sons religion from the categorization as“Consumers of Christian
Television Network (Broadcast)” as well as ethnic affiliation for
households categorized as “Spanish Language Spoken”.

3.3 Bluekai Registry
What distinguishes Bluekai from other services is that the company
maintains a website where users can review the profile created
about them (see Fig. 1). Only few other services, including Google
and Yahoo6, offers similar transparency mechanisms, though the
number increased after the introduction of the GDPR.7 We focussed
on Bluekai since Google has been studied before [13, 15] and Ya-
hoo’s interest profiling is very limited in size and reach8.

In the latest version, the purpose of the registry is to increase
transparency for the users about what data is collected. In previ-
ous versions, including the one we studied, it also allowed users
to delete certain entries. At no time was there a way for a user
to add information to the profile. Although the registry displays
categories from the hierarchy of the taxonomy, category titles are
re-labeled, presumably to be more understandable. But the catego-
rization itself sometimes produces incomprehensible information.
For example the rather abstract information “Branded Data >Forbes
>Performance Segments”, a category assigned by forbes.com to
guide advertisers, is displayed in the category “What others know
about you”, is hard to understand without additional knowledge.
5Reports are available at https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/marketingcs_gs/
OMCDA/Help/AudienceDataMarketplace/bluekai_taxonomy_report.html
6Registered Google users can review their ad preferences and Yahoo offers an ad
interest manager.
7TheTradeDesk and Lotame have added subject access requests options to their web-
sites in May 2018.
8During a pre-study we found that Yahoo only created profiles for 30% of our sessions
and profiles were less informative, presumably due to a smaller tracking network.
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Information # Subcategories

Geographic 2540 Locations in the US are organized in Census Areas3 derived from IP address range

Device Data 193 Browser, Browser Version and Operating System retrieved from user-agent strings

Demographic 241 Age, Education (including “recently graduated”), Family Composition (if there are children in the household
and if yes, their age group. also “Family Position”), Financial attributes like household income, net worth,
Gender, housing attributes, languages, military and martial status

Business Infor-
mation

760 Company age and size, employment status, Groups (e.g. High income or “decision maker”), Industry &
Occupation (199 subgroups), Roles (Manager or Board Member), sales volume.

Branded Data 54176 Acxiom (1499), AddThis (1138), AdAdvisor bei Neustar (1082), IRI (1532), IXI (262), Lotame (1196), Mastercard
(267), Navegg (868) Specialist Marketing Services (764),TruSignal (1020) ... 86 companies in total

In- Market 3264 Autos, Consumer Packaged Goods, Education, Financial Products, Real Estate, Retail, Services, Travel (Departure
and Destinations, Car Rentals and Lodging Information)

Interest Cate-
gories

786 Animals (9), Arts & Entertainment (49), Autos (299), Business & Finance (12), Education (12), Food & Drink
(28), Health, Beauty & Style (13), Hobbies, Games & Toys (17), Home & Garden (7), Internet & Online Activities
(13), Lifestyles (16), News & Current Events (9), Other Vehicles (11), Parenting & Family (9), Personal Finance
(19), Politices & Society (20), Science & Humanities (13), Shopping (25), Sports & Recreation (44), Technology
& Computers (57), Travel (51), Video Games (31)

Mobile 367 Platform, Carrier, Genres, and Games

Past-Purchases 619 Travel, Services, Retail, Consumer Packaged Goods, Financial Products, Vehicles

Predictors 52 Autos, Retail Travel

Television 371 Shows, Viewing Frequency and Time

Table 1: Summary of the Bluekai taxonomy; “Branded Data” row lists a subselection of companies, number of categories in
brackets

Consequently user-oriented studies have shown that regular inter-
net users have a hard time to understand the information provided
and asses the privacy impact of their profile [41].

4 METHODOLOGY TO STUDY PROFILING
To study profiling in an automated fashion requires the generation
of web traffic that is similar to real users browsing behaviour. As
described above many previous studies used toplists provided by
Alexa to generate this traffic, but this approach has some limitations
because of which we decided to use Reddit as a source of links
connected to real users interests.

4.1 Website Categories
We first replicated the approach of previous studies that used the
rankings published by Alexa. We visited multiple sites of a single
category9 within one session, concluded with a visit to Bluekai’s
registry. The 22,130 sessions created with this method consisted of
7.41 urls in average and 808 (3.65%) of these resulted in a profile
being shown on the registry. Profiles showed up to 16 interests
with two being the median. Due to these low rate of profiles we
decided to evaluate a different approach and found Reddit to be

9See http://www.alexa.com/topsites/category

a good source as it offers a glimpse at websites a user has visited,
without knowing his or her whole browser history. We constructed
browsing “histories” based on the websites a user has posted and
additional links posted to the same interest subreddits.

4.2 Using Data from Reddit
Reddit is a free online service where users post and discuss links
organized by topics (subreddits). While the majority of users posts
only a few links and comments [23] to a small number of sites [47],
there are others that use the service more actively, highlighting
the websites they visit and discussing topics they find interesting.
We use data from these users to construct lists of websites that are
likely to be visited by a person. To do so we made use of Reddit’s
public API10 for our selection process by requesting random posts,
extracting the user that made that post, and then request this user’s
posting history going back up to a 100 entries - the maximum
provided through the API. To single out those that use Reddit
to discuss topics related to their broader personal interests, we
excluded post histories that primarily listed pictures and videos
to a limited number of sites. The selection criteria were that the
requested history: (a) contained at least 80 links, where these links

10A detailed description of the API is available at https://www.reddit.com/dev/api

http://alexa.com
http://www.alexa.com/topsites/category
https://www.reddit.com/dev/api
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Bluekai registry available
as of December 2017 https://datacloudoptout.oracle.com/
registry/

pointed to (b) at least 40 different subreddits and (c) at least 70
links did not contain blacklisted words (to exclude heavily meme
related content)11. About 3% of the user accounts matched these
criteria, and we created a set of nearly 8,000 users that, in average,
posted 99.81 (standard deviation sd = 1.48) links to 20.82 (sd=13.07)
domains in 55.32 different (sd=9.90) subreddits.

To see how different our sample of users is from the general Red-
dit population, we compared how often the most read subreddits
(by subscribers) occurred in our set. The Reddit community as a
whole seems most interested in community related issues, followed
by entertainment, and news12 But we also found topics that cause
more discussions (/r/environment and /r/politics) in the list of sub-
reddits that the users we studied posted to. Subreddits related to
visual entertainment (movies, videos, pics) were similarly ranked
in the top 20, while music, sports, and gaming were less popular in
our subset than the general Reddit audience.

Our selection process successfully reduces the amount of users
primarily involved in Reddit community issues and entertainment,
which was our primary concern to be able to create sessions cover-
ing a wider range of topics. The high ranking of subreddits related
to science and technology supports the notion that our subset does
not reflect the general internet population, though this does not in-
fluence the fact that this group is profiled as such and our approach
can be expanded to different data sources in future work.

11URLs were omitted when they contained the strings imgur, giphy, youtube.com,
youtu.be, self., redd.it, reddituploads.com, reddit.com, me.me, meme, .gif, .pdf, .jpg ,
.jpeg
12Based on http://redditlist.com/ the top ten subreddits by subscribers are 1. AskReddit,
2. funny, 3. todayilearned, 4. science, 5. worldnews, 6. pics, 7. IAmA, 8. gaming, 9.
videos, 10. movies. The subset we sampled is more involved in issues centered around
news as well as science and technology as the top subreddits by number of posts from
our data set are: 1. worldnews, 2. news, 3. politics, 4. technology, 5. science.

4.3 Constructing browsing sessions
As described above Reddit’s API allowed us to request only 100
posts per user. To better observe tracking and profiling on long
browsing sessions we leveraged the subreddit structure of Reddit to
imitate web browsing behavior as it happens outside of closed plat-
forms. We assumed that the 40 to 60 subreddits users have posted to
reflect a reasonable amount of their actual interests. Therefore, we
collected additional URLs posted to the same subreddits by different
users, assuming that it is likely that a user, who has posted to a
subreddit, also visits the links others post there. When selecting
additional links from subreddits to extend browsing sessions, we
maintained the same proportions, e.g. if someone has posted 30%
of links to “news” and 70% to “anarchy” we selected 30 and 70 new
links from these subreddits to continue the session. To do so, we
continuously monitored all subreddits in our set and stored any
new link that appeared. In addition we automatically stored new
links posted to the front page of Reddit (those lists did not overlap)
and created a list of roughly 70 million links fromwhich we selected
to increase session length.

Our approach allowed us to extent sessions to up to 3,000 URLs
which, taking into account previous work, accounts for four to six
months of a person’s internet traffic, which is also the retention time
for Bluekai’s cookies. In 2006, a study on web browsing behavior of
25 persons reported an average of 55 website visits per day which
resulted in the visit of 390 different domains on average over the
course of 105 days [56]. More recently, in 2012. Goel et al. reported
5100 page views per user per year, resulting in an average of 425
page views per month [24]. While the number of websites visited
per user per day has most likely increased over the past few years
and individual usage patterns vary, the increased internet use does
not necessarily mean that the number of different sites visited
increased. The more time is spent online, the more it is also spend
on the same websites[24, 57]. Our way of constructing sessions
reflects this fact. While in the links originally posted to Reddit by a
user 20% of the domains make up about 47.9% of the links this factor
increases to 58% for constructed session of 1000 URLs, meaning the
diversity of websites is decreasing the longer a session is.

4.4 Simulating a web session
To automate a web session, we used a method similar to Engelhardt
et al. [17] and deployed selenium webdriver13, a tool to automate
web browsers, in combination with Firefox Extended Support Re-
lease (based on in Firefox 45). The systems were set up on multi-
ple distinct Ubuntu/Debian-Linux virtual machines located in the
United States. Results were stored in a central mongoDB database
server. We collected data between October 2016 and March 2017. A
subset of these systems also made use of the browsermob proxy14
to monitor all requests that were made during a session in order
to assess the amount of third party tracking that occurred, we also
simulated scrolling when a website was loaded to measure possible
effects of the interaction.

Each machine called one website after another based on lists
created as described above. After every 100 pages, the browser was

13http://seleniumhq.github.io/
14https://github.com/lightbody/browsermob-proxy

https://datacloudoptout.oracle.com/registry/
https://datacloudoptout.oracle.com/registry/
http://redditlist.com/
http://seleniumhq.github.io/
https://github.com/lightbody/browsermob-proxy
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directed to the Bluekai registry page where the profile was auto-
matically extracted and, after the images were processed with OCR
software15, stored in the database. The OCR process only produced
minor but consistent errors, for example detecting a vertical bar
instead of a capital I.

The setup has some limitations that resulted in sessions being
aborted. First, there are technical limitations related to the auto-
mated browsing process that cannot react to certain events, like
requests that do not load correctly, scripts that produce to much
load or crash the browser, as well as non-standard dialogs in pop-
ups or alert messages. While 2.2% of website were not fully loaded
before the timeout that we had set to 30 seconds, other errors lead
to a crash of the browser destroying the session profile created
so far. As a result, the number of data points we could gather for
longer sessions decreased.

Second, sessions ended before a specific number of sites were
visited because our database lacked additional URLs to extend the
session. Though users posted to an average of 55 subreddits, most
of these subreddits were not very active. Our strategy to add ad-
ditional URLs from the same subreddits to extend the session was
therefore limited by the number of additional URLs available for
each subreddit. Especially for less busy subreddits, there were less
additional links, while those with a large number of frequent posts
(e.g. /r/worldnews) continuously provided new data to continue
sessions. For sessions with up to 2,000 URLs, our database contained
new links for 75% of the subreddits the user had posted to. Sessions
were ended when our data set returned less than 5 URLs we had
not visited before, which lead to an average session length of 1,100
URLs and the cutoff at 3,000.

5 ANALYZING PROFILES
In line with previous work we found Bluekai’s tracking scripts to be
present on a rather small number of websites, but their practice of
sharing data with other services allows them to extend their reach
and create profiles of 7.57 interests in average being assigned in
browsing sessions of 800 URLs. Our study of longer sessions shows
that these profiles are inherently noise and the assigned interests
change over time.

5.1 Extent of Tracking
As described above, wemonitored all requests to third party services
in a subset of our long running sessions (69 sessions visiting 103274
URLs). Figure 2 shows the percentage of a browsing session that
could be observed by a selected list of tracking services. The list is
based on the cooperation partners that are mentioned in Bluekai’s
taxonomy (see Table 1) and compared to big competitors in the
online advertising market that are not part of Bluekai’s network,
namely Google, Facebook, Krux and Yahoo. To map third party
domains to tracking company, we used the NAI and DAA websites
or individual company websites to draw conclusions on the relation
between tracking domains and companies.

Again we found that Bluekai itself is only able to directly track on
a limited number of sites. But several Bluekai partners like AddThis
(also owned by Oracle), Lotame (tracking domain: crwdctrl.net)
and Liveramp (owned by Axciom, rcdntl.net) are each able to track
15We used Tesseract OCR https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract

more than 20% of a session. Assuming that those companies are
able to share information (e.g. by cookie syncing or direct data
exchange between the servers) the conglomerate would be able to
track nearly half of each session (48%). For comparison figure 2
also shows the numbers for selected competitors to Bluekai. While
google (with google analytics, 71%) and facebook (through the
like button, 74%) are leading the tracking services, Krux, a direct
competitor to Bluekai, is able to track approximately the same
amount of websites (50%).

Figure 2: Box-and-whisker plot with outliers. Percentage
websites in sessions individual trackers can observe. ">1
Bluekai Partner" = websites that include at least one Bluekai
partner. "NA" = smaller tracking services.

5.2 Profiles in Long Browsing Sessions
In total we visited the registry over 85,000 times and observed 3,772
different attributes over all the categories. After geographic and de-
vice information, which are independent from the visited websites,
the interests were most often reported (47% of all profiles). Within
the interest reports we observed a large variety, 450 out of the 786
possible interested were assigned at least once. In the category
Branded Data (What Others Know About You) that was part of
42% of the measured profiles, we observed 2724 attributes. Figure 3
shows how many of the top level categories of each attribute were
observed, compared to the session length. Because of the richness
of the reported interests we focused on this category for further
analysis.

Our data confirms that the more websites are visited, the more
interests are added to a profile. There is a significant (p<0.001)
and strong (person-r = 0.55) correlation between these two factors.
Although, as figure 3 shows, the number of interests increases at
a greater rate for the first 500 websites it stays relatively stable
afterwards.

Figure 3 and the following graphs show the number of top level
interest categories present in a profile rather than the actual number
of interests. While there are 768 interests of which e.g. after 800
URLs 7.57 were assigned (sd=7.69) on average. The total number
of available interest categories listed in Table 1 is 22 of which a

https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
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Figure 3: Number of attributes in different categories in re-
lation to the session length. In this and the following charts
dots represents a single measurement (with a small jitter
to indicate the number of measurements), numbers on top
show the number of sessions that reached a specific session
length, lines shows linear smooth between averages at each
step, grey area represent the .95 confidence interval.

maximum of 15 (sd=3.22) was assigned. Figure 3 also shows the
observed profile measured approximately every 100th URL. For
some sessions where measurements were done more frequent we
omitted the measurements in-between.

To make sure the frequent visits of the registry page do not in-
fluence the outcome - Bluekai could punish those observing their
profile too closely - we also checked for a correlation between the
average number of interests measured and the number of URLs
visited between observations. We did so by analyzing all observa-
tions taken after the session length exceeded 1,000 URLs and found
no significant correlation. Therefore we assume that visiting the
registry more frequently does not lead to a different treatment by
Bluekai.
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Figure 4: JaccardCoefficient between two observations on in-
terest categories. Changes are calculated between two steps
in one session.

Looking at the relation between sessions and the number of
assigned interests we found a significant (p <0.001) correlation of
0.31 between the number of domains visited and the number of
interest categories. At first it seems as if a profile stabilizes once
a user has been tracked on a number of websites, as the average
number of interest categories has a median of five. But a closer look
shows that, within a session, the profiles still change. The overall
average of interest categories for each session, counting the number
of interest categories that were observed in a profile at least once,
was 7.5 with a standard of deviation 3.8. To quantify the difference
between two profiles we use the Jaccard index (1) that calculates
the ratio between intersection and union of two samples.

Jaccard(A,B) =
A ∩ B

A ∪ B
(1)

Figure 4 shows the Jaccard index between the interest categories
listed for two consecutive observations. Although the absolute
number of assigned interests does not change much after 1000
URLs were visited the profile itself keeps changing, leading to an
average Jaccard index of .75 between two consecutive observations.
For the average of five interest categories this means that between
two measurements about two categories change, either they are
removed or added between observations.

Taking in to account the possibility that the registry might not
display all available categories at each observation, we binned the
interest categories observed in five consecutive steps, counting all
interest categories that appeared once within five observations.
While the Jaccard index is .67 when comparing observations 1 to
5 (100-500 URLS visited) with 6 to 10 (600-1,000 URLs visited) it
raises to 0.77 when comparing observations 6 to 10 with 11 to 15
and increases to 0.81 in the next section. Afterwards it slowly de-
creases again to .72 and then .69 for session length longer than 2,000
URLs. We therefore consider the fluctuations within the profiles to
be a feature of Bluekai’s profiling that quickly adapts to recently
observed traffic.

5.3 Reviewing the Profiles Created
To review what information exactly was generated about the ses-
sions, we again looked at those sessions in which more than 1000
websites were visited.

Regarding the location, Bluekai positioned all sessions correctly
in the category country >United States, where our servers were
located. A slightly lower number of profiles (97%) reported correct
information on the browser, browser language, operating system
and device type. Regarding the “professional interests” for 43%
of the sessions, a result in the category industry and occupation
was returned. The majority of these (>90%) were categorized as
Software Designers & Programmers, while only 2-3% were labeled
as working in Business & Finance, Human Resources or Sales. Also,
a number of attributes listed in the taxonomy as past purchases
and called “things you might have bought” on the registry website
were reported in 44% of the sessions, although we did not make any
attempts to buy anything. Within this group the most reported past
purchases were those of Luxury Cars (44%), clothing (38%) and Spices
and Seasoning (25%). Demographics attributes were only reported
for 31% of the sessions. Within this group financial attributes were
reported frequently (64%), followed by gender (32%).
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Among the 86 companies that share data with Bluekai, only a
small number are included in the registry reports. Some companies
simply indicate that they somehow contribute to the profile with-
out any information. For example, Advisor by Neustar is reporting
element 090 as a uninterpretable profile attribute, Forbes lists the
category ads and Profound assigns an attribute named webanalyt-
ics that also shows which users where tracked by other trackers.
Other data contributors reveal additional information. For example
Lotame (present in 40% of the profiles) made use of 51 subcategories
while IXI categorized two sessions as detailed as Economic Cohorts
>50K−100K Income, Age, Retired (65+), Nest Egg Elders >Older Re-
tirees. Additional observed entries in branded data were found for
33Across, AddThis, Affinity Answers, Bambora, Conexity, Datax-
pand, Datacratic, Skimlinks, VisualDNA, and Ziff Davis (all in less
than 1% of the profiles).

The profiles created do not spread evenly across all interest cate-
gories. While the peak at technology & computers could very well be
explained by the specifics of the Reddit audience, other simply show
more common online activities, insofar they can be reflected as in-
terests, like News & Current Events and Arts & Entertainment [61].
The data could also be interpreted in a way that Bluekai is not
actually able to evenly measure web traffic, because only a limited
number of websites that use Bluekai’s tracking network. The com-
parison with interests measured in relation to sites categorized by
Alexa shows a similar bias: although we visited 996 websites from
the category “society”, an interest in Politics & Society was never
measured for these sessions.

5.4 Reproducibility of Profiles
Besides the general analysis of how profiles are created and how
many items they contain, we also wanted to test if the results are
reproducible. Previous work on Google’s profiling [15] has shown
on a smaller scale that the same website visits do not necessarily
lead to the same profile created. Repeated visits of the same URLs
only had an overlap of 60% for sessions covering 100 websites.

We define the reproducibility of an interest profile as the average
Jaccard index of all indexes per observation in each session. Since
the profile reveals most of its information in the “interest” category
we only compare the interest profiles:

Reproducibility(A,B) =
∑
∀i

Ai ∩ Bi
Ai ∪ Bi

/i (2)

For Bluekai we repeated 160 sessions. We visited the same URLs
in the same order and profile was requested at the same point in the
browsing session. Here the Jaccard index was only 0.51 on average,
meaning that the profiles resulting from the same web site visits
overlapped only by about 50%. A comparison of any two profiles
has an average Jaccard of 0.28, that increases to 0.35 for sessions
longer than 1,000 URLs.

To learn more about why repeated visits lead to different profiles,
we tested two assumptions. First, the shorter the time between two
sessions, the closer the profiles. And second, the longer the sessions
are, the more likely it is that the profiles overlap.
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Figure 5: Comparison of two runs in relation to the time be-
tween them

5.5 Timing and Session Length
One assumption is that the Jaccard index decreases the more time
passes between two sessions with the same URL list. The assump-
tion is based on the knowledge that online advertisement industry
makes use of real time bidding where advertisers and tracking ser-
vices quickly decide who will place an ad on a website. This results
in different tracking services being present on the same site on dif-
ferent visits. Since timing is an important issue (advertisers wants
to show ads related to current needs, not to those that are probably
already fulfilled), one could assume that websites that have “aged”
are less interesting and therefore other advertisers and trackers
might be present on a website, resulting in a different profile. Our
data does not support this hypothesis. We found no significant
correlation between profile reproducibility and the time between
two repeated session, when looking at repetition of sessions after
some time, see fig. 5 for details.
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Figure 6: Comparison of two runs in relation to number of
URLs visited

Another assumption could be that longer session result in a
higher reproducibility. We found a slight, but significant (p <0.001)
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positive correlation (pearson r = 0.29) between the length of a
session, i.e. the number of URLs visited) and the reproducibility
of a profile, though the variance is very high and for the longest
sessions with more 3,000 URLs the Jaccard index was still about
0.75 (see fig. 6). The reproducibility of a profile improves the more
websites are visited, meaning the more visits can be tracked.

6 INFLUENCING A PROFILE
In addition to analyzing the profiles for longer browsing sessions,
we wanted to explore if a profile can be influenced for the purpose
of obfuscation as theorized by Brunton and Nissenbaum. In contrast
to just blocking trackers and opting-out of profiling, the purpose
of obfuscation is to blend in [8, 9]. It is a technique that allows
participation in a system without standing out using expressive
privacy [28]. Instead of being detectable as a privacy aware user
that e.g. uses an ad-blocker, obfuscation would make a privacy
aware user not stand out but be as trackable as everyone, while still
protecting privacy by adding noise to the data. Mechanisms could
be used to create specific profiles for specific purposes, modify an
existing profile or broaden the profile to render make it (more)
inaccurate.

We tested two obfuscation schemes, modifying an existing profile
(by adding dummy traffic once, see 6.2) and broaden a profile to
render it inaccurate (by continuously adding dummy traffic, see 6.3).

Obfuscation has been successfully implemented for web search
with TrackMeNot [27, 52], although there are challenges regarding
the theoretical attack of reidentifying those that make use of ob-
fuscation tools [3, 12]. In contrast to TrackMeNot, which can only
make assumptions about the capabilities of the attacker (in this
case Google) to counter obfuscation, we reviewed the profiles that
are created at Bluekai through the registry and use it as feedback
for our obfuscation mechanisms.

Our goal was to obfuscate interest categories of profiles in com-
parison to our baseline described above (see fig. 3). We tested two
ways to obfuscate a profile. First we added additional dummy traffic
at a given point and second we recursively added a smaller amount
of traffic every 100 sites. In both cases, 50 URLs were used to obfus-
cate the profile, either at one point in the middle of the session, or
spread over the second half.

To measure the effect of obfuscation against a more or less sta-
ble profile, we started adding dummy traffic after 1,000 websites
were visited as described above. At that point, the average Jaccard
index between two steps was around .75 when comparing single
observations and .88 when comparing multiple observations before
and after 1,000 URLs.

6.1 Generating Obfuscation Traffic
To created dummy traffic we used a number of websites which
we had found to have a distinct impact on profile, although the
previously described profiles can not be explained just based on
visits to these sites. We created this list by randomly selecting URLs
from our data set of links posted to Reddit, visited them one by one
in individual sessions, and checked whether the Bluekai registry
showed a profile just based on one website visit. If a profile was
created, we repeated the visit of that website in five additional

sessions to confirm the result. The average Jaccard index of five
visits to one of these pages was 0.91.

Of the 7,692 different domain checked, only 2.2% (170 in total)
led to an observable interest profile. The interests observed where
part of 12 different interest categories. While the profiles created
over multi-page sessions were subject to constant change, these
one-page session profiles were rather stable. One page visit lead
to an average of 1.14 interests (see fig. 10). Mismatches between
multiple sessions occurred mostly because for 30% of domains one
of the re-visits did not result in an observable profile at all. Only
for 2.5% of domains different interests were assigned.

6.2 One time obfuscation
With the first obfuscation scheme we tried to measure the impact of
introducing dummy traffic at a specific point in a session. Compara-
ble to a user that consciously decides to alter a profile. To do so we
used the same methods described above and checked the current
interest profile after every 100th website visit. Dummy traffic was
added after 1,000 URLs were visited since the majority of profiles
had stabilized in size at this point. The dummy traffic was selected
so that only websites that were associated with interests not present
in the last observed profile were used for obfuscation. After visiting
these URLs, the session continued as before, selecting URLs from
subreddits to which the original user had initially posted to.

Figure 7: Average profile breadth with one time obfuscation
(added 50 URLs) after 1000 site visits

Figure 7 shows how the profile changed over the course of the
session. The impact of the dummy traffic is immediately effective,
but the effect starts to wear off over the rest of the session, at least
with regard to the number of interests added to the profile. While
each session had a median of four interest categories assigned
before the obfuscation, this increased to 10 after dummy traffic was
added. After visiting another 950 websites related to the original
profile, the profile breadth decreases to five.

Comparing the similarity of the profiles measured, the average
Jaccard index is .64 between 900 and 1,000 URLs and drops to .46
after dummy traffic is added. The Jaccard index decreases as the
the number of interests, influenced by dummy traffic, increases.
Interestingly, although the number of assigned interests decreases
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when the sessions continue to browse websites related to the origi-
nal profile the assigned interests do not return to those seen before
dummy traffic was added. Figure 9 shows that the Jaccard index
between profiles measured at the beginning and end of the sessions
is just 0.53.

The influence on the rest of the profile differs between categories.
While the list of secondary sources (“Branded”) and assignments
to market segments (“InMarket”) spiked in parallel to the list of
assigned interests, the list of past purchases and business categories
did not change.

6.3 Frequent obfuscation
To continuously influence a profile we again checked the current
interest profile every 100th website visit. We extended the session
by selecting links from the same subreddits as the original set until
1,000 websites were visited. After that, the obfuscation algorithm se-
lected five URLs that have been shown to lead to interest categories
that were not part of the profile observed so far. Afterwards another
95 URLs, related to the original set, were visited. This process was
repeated up to 10 times.

Figure 8: Average profile breadthwith recurring obfuscation
(visited 5 URLs after each 100) starting after 1000, n=51

Figure 8 shows how the number of interest categories increases
and lead to a median of 7 out of 22 interest categories over the
second half of the session, or 14 different interests in total. The
similarity between the profiles is reduced from an average of .73
before the first dummy traffic, to .68 after the first dummy traffic
is added, and is .53 on average for the second half of a session
compared to the observation before the obfuscation.

Again, the influence on other profile categories differs. The con-
tinuous obfuscation increases the secondary data (“Branded”) as
well as the average amount of information given in the “In Market”
and “Business” categories.

6.4 Comparison of Obfuscation Schemes
Figure 9 shows the effect of the obfuscation strategies on the Jaccard
coefficient within a session. It emphasizes the effect by comparing
all interests observed over a longer span of each session, reducing

the effect of inner session noise. The strategy of adding a larger
amount of dummy traffic once is more effective with regard to this
metric. It introduces a large number of new interests, changing the
profile that then stays changed although the session continues to
browse websites that support the original profile. Frequent obfus-
cation performs less well here as it might reintroduce interests that
might have already been pushed out of the profile.

Figure 10 shows a summary of different session types we tested
with regard to the absolute number of interest observed, in contrast
to the interest categories used before, over the whole session length.
After browsing 2,000 websites related to the same topics on Reddit,
the average profile reaches a ceiling at about five interests, though
over the whole session about seven interests where observed. These
averages were consistent between initial as well as repeated session
in which the same URL lists were revisited in new sessions.

Comparing the obfuscation strategies, the frequent obfuscation
leads to 14 interests in 7 of the 22 interest categories to be associated
with a profile over the course of 2,000 website visits. Adding dummy
traffic only once per session also increases the number of interests
observed within a session, but the median of 12 is slightly smaller.

Taking both metrics into consideration, it seems like one time
obfuscation is effective in altering, while frequent obfuscation helps
to anonymize an interest profile. The first could therefore be useful
in cases were a user wants to interact with the (advertising) system
in a specific way, e.g. see if different prices are offered to users with
different interests. The latter option is useful for those who want
to hide their real interests within the noise of an interest profile
that has a large number of interests.
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Figure 9: Change in profiles before and after obfuscation,
when comparing profiles created after 500 and 1000 visits
with those after 1,500-2,000.

6.5 Obfuscation and Mitigation
Both ways of obfuscation could be mitigated by Bluekai, but would
require different strategies on their end. The frequent obfuscation
requires adding 5% of traffic as dummy traffic. As described by Balsa
et al. [3] it is theoretically possible to identify the real profile within
the larger, obfuscated profile, that is to single out those traffic that
is added as noise. During our study this did not happen, at least not
in a way that we were able to observe. Moreover, since tracking
services are not able to track 100% of website visits it might be hard
to assess when the introduction of dummy traffic starts and ends.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the number of all observed inter-
ests per session type measuring sessions with >1,000 URLs
per session (except singlewebsite visits). Single Page (n=170),
Initial run (n=210), Repeated (n=92), One-Time Obfuscation
(n=93), Frequent Obfuscation (n=92)

Regardless, there are multiple ways to improve the obfuscation
process. First, the dummy trafficwas introduced at a specific point in
the browsing session (after 1,000 URLs), doing this in a randomized
way could reduce the likelihood of identification. Second, for the
purpose of the study, we started with creating a non-obfuscated
profile. This “original” profile could be used later on to re-identify
the real profile within the obfuscated one. Users that want to create
specific profiles could counter this by making sure all tracking
cookies are deleted or start with a fresh browser profile that includes
obfuscation traffic from the beginning.

In addition, there are measures profiling services could take
to identify obfuscation traffic as we created it. First, we did not
interact with the websites, and even if implemented as a browser
plugin, it might be difficult to reliably imitate real users. Second,
online profiling services can use existing data to identify abnormal
interest combinations and weight those less than combinations that
are frequently seenwithin the user base.While this could reduce the
effectiveness of obfuscation, it would also decrease the effectiveness
of the advertising network to adapt to new trends. It would support
stereotypes and might in the end not serve the interest of the
advertisers. Though the idea of personalization is to reduce the
audience by targeting only those identified as relevant, reducing it
too far also hurts the business model. Therefore a (limited) number
of falsely targeted users is preferred over not targeting users that
actually demonstrate an unusual combination of interests.

7 LIMITATIONS
Besides automated studies of web tracking a number of qualita-
tive studies has been looking at real users’ browsers and browsing
histories. While qualitative research can be more accurate on the
individual level and offer a broader perspective especially when
it comes to the perception of profiling by users (see [13, 41, 45]),
automatic techniques are favored in many studies that try to mea-
sure online tracking on a larger scale. They allow researchers to

examine a large number of websites with limited resources and
therefore leads to quantitatively analyzable data. And even stud-
ies that look at real users’ web browsing histories are limited in
reflecting actual online behavior. Not only because users may use
multiple devices, or change their behavior while being studied but
also due to ethical restrictions on these studies. In a recent study
participants were allowed to delete websites they had visited from
the data they shared with researchers for ethical reasons [33].

Still, there are limitations to not study real users’ full browsing
histories when looking at profiling, but the same limitation applies
to the tracking and profiling services themselves as they are only
able to observe and create transaction or role profiles [15] based
on the traffic they can observe, rather than full personal profiles.
Google, for example, shows multiple profiles per user. One is based
on tracking with Google Analytics on third party websites, the other
is a result of search queries and does not account for the traffic
websites users go to directly, have bookmarked, or visit because they
received a link through a different channel. The profile Facebook
creates from interactions within the platform focuses on what users
like and share, which is limited to what people want others to see
(e.g. Facebook might see less traffic to websites about very personal
or health related issues). Even Internet Service Providers, who can
observe all traffic related to a specific IP-address, are limited in their
tracking abilities, because multiple devices, changing locations,
networks, and addresses, as well as technologies like ad-blockers
and anonymization networks, limit what traffic they can measure.

The lists we created from Reddit data has some drawbacks, too,
as links publicly posted to any platform do not reflect the whole
breadth of things someone does online. First, we know from pre-
vious studies and webmetrics (see 2.3) that users spend most of
their time in online social networks or other platforms that offer
search or emailing services. Our data set intentionally avoids most
of these closed data sources, since social media websites like face-
book, search websites, and related portals are often closed platforms
where tracking is conducted and kept by the platform owner in-
stead of third-party services like Bluekai. While this potentially
helps to maximize their revenue, from the standpoint of our study
there is no benefit in reflecting this proportion in our data set. To
measure the profiles created by third party tracking services it is
necessary to visit websites where these a present. Second, Reddit
users do not represent a general population. While Reddit has over
230 million users worldwide, the majority are based in the US16.
On the level of other demographics, Reddit users were reported to
be mostly male in 2013 [39], but in 2015 Reddit itself claimed to
have a nearly equal split of 54 to 46% (male/female). Information
on Alexa.com also suggested that the general Reddit audience is
slightly better educated than the average internet user17.

Additionally, automated browsing does not impersonate a real
user in all possible ways. It browses the web faster than a human
user would, and waits 20 to 30 seconds to load a page, regardless of
the content, while the majority of users spend less than 20 seconds
on a website according to Nielson [34]. Our browser also did not
interact with the websites. Though this might be a factor to detect
bots, it is not a sufficient criterion, since a real internet user might
16See https://reddit.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/
205183225-Audience-and-Demographics
17See http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/reddit.com

https://reddit.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/205183225-Audience-and-Demographics
https://reddit.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/205183225-Audience-and-Demographics
http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/reddit.com
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also only visit a page for a short period of time without interacting
with it. In additional tests we did not find any statistically significant
effects of our continuous web surfing, time of day, the amount of
time we spend on a website, or additional interaction, like scrolling
on the measured profiles.

It is also possible that our tests were detected and the profiles that
were shown were altered to mislead us. While this is theoretically
unavoidable in a study of a black box, we found no indications for
this behavior. The only protective mechanism we observed is that
the registry sometimes became unavailable when it was visited
too frequently, we did not see a deterministic effect, or explicit
blocking of our servers. Instead, the fact that online advertisement
fraud [36] - setting up fake websites and automatically clicking ads -
is still a big problem for the industry, supports our assumption that
detecting bots is very difficult and the risk of falsely identifying
real users as bots might be a higher threat to revenue than the costs
of fraud are.

8 CONCLUSION
Profiling internet users and assigning categories is crucial to to-
day’s internet marketing business. Thousands of companies engage
in tracking and sharing user data, while sophisticated algorithms
try to estimate a large number of details about a user based on
which websites they visit. Although profiling often happens with-
out knowing the actual identity of a user, the panoptic sort is part of
a surveillance and power structure that threatens privacy and auton-
omy. Therefore, it is important to learn more about how profiling
works, what information is created and how it can be influenced.

In our study, we simulated web sessions of up to 3,000 URLs. We
used these sessions to analyze profiling as a black-box by looking at
Oracle’s Bluekai Service. We showed that, though 45% of a session
is tracked by at least one partner in Bluekai’s network, they do not
assign the same profile to sessions that contain the same websites.
While this bad recall might not harm the business model of Bluekai
or behavioral advertising in general, we think it is an important
insight for those that are worried about their privacy online. It could
be considered a good sign and support the view that profiles do
not represent real users, previous studies have shown that people
are often surprised by this result [41]. It can also be worrying with
respect to the increasing impact of profiles that are created based
on browsing behavior have (e.g. on prices) or might have in the
future as these effects are based on inaccurate measures.

We also tested two strategies to obfuscate interest profiles cre-
ated by Bluekai. One strategy introduced dummy traffic only once
per session, while the other added a smaller number of targeted
dummy traffic 5 times per session. While both strategies were able
to reduce the similarity between original and obfuscated profiles,
the recurring obfuscation strategy was also able to double the num-
ber of interest categories per profile.

Our research has implications on future work on improving ob-
fuscation strategies and reducing the effectiveness of the mitigation
strategies described in section 6.4. We want to analyze our data set
with regard to possible interest clusters and fine-tune the obfusca-
tion strategies to support change in assignments based on these
clusters. Focusing on user interaction might also proof valuable to
evaluate what, if any, strategies internet users prefer with regard

to obfuscation and what possible risks are. Since online tracking
and profiling are not likely to disappear, there is a need for new
paradigms that support users inmanaging the profiles created about
them.
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